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Abstract

We show how a certain type of CW simplicial resolutions of spaces by wedges of spheres may
be constructed, and how such resolutions yield an obstruction theory for a given space to be a loop
space. 2000 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

A simplicial resolution of a spaceX by wedges of spheres is a simplicial spaceW •
such that (a) each spaceWn is homotopy equivalent to a wedge of spheres, and (b) for
eachk > 1, the augmented simplicial groupπkW • → πkX is acyclic (see Definition 3.5
below). Such resolutions, first constructed by Chris Stover in [36, Section 2], are dual to
the “unstable Adams resolutions” of [11, I, Section 2], and have a number of applications:
see Section 3 below and [36,13,14,1,5–7].

However, the Stover construction yields very large resolutions, which do not lend
themselves readily to computation, and no other construction was hitherto available. In
particular, it was not clear whether one could find minimal resolutions of this type. The
purpose of this note is to show that any spaceX has simplicial resolutions by wedges of
spheres, which may be constructed from purely algebraic data, consisting of an (arbitrary)
simplicial resolution ofπ∗X as aΠ -algebra—that is, as a graded group with an action on
the primary homotopy operations on it (see Definition 3.1 below):
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Theorem A. Every free simplicialΠ -algebra resolution of a realizableΠ -algebraπ∗X
is realizable topologically as a simplicial resolution by wedges of spheres.

In fact such resolutions can be given a convenient “CW structure” (Definition 3.11).
There is an analogous result for maps (Theorem 3.17).

Sincenosuch resolution of a non-realizableΠ -algebra can be realized (see Remark 3.12
below), this completely determines which free simplicialΠ -algebra resolutions are
realizable.

Theorem A implies that in the spectral sequences of [36,1,13] we can work with minimal
resolutions, and allows us to identify the higher homotopy operations of [5–7] as lying in
appropriate cohomology groups (compare [6, 4.17] and [8, Section 6]). A generalization
of Theorem A to other model categories appears in [9].

As an application of such CW resolutions, we describe an obstruction theory for deciding
whether a given spaceX is a loop space, in terms of higher homotopy operations. One such
theory was given in [7], but the present approach does not require a givenH -space structure
onX, and may be adapted also to the existence ofAn-structures (and thus subsumes [6]).
It is summarized in

Theorem B. A spaceX with trivial Whitehead products is homotopy equivalent to a
loop space if and only if the higher homotopy operations of Definition5.5 below vanish
coherently.

Notation and conventions.Gp will denote the category of groups,T that of topological
spaces, andT∗ that of pointed topological spaces with base-point preserving maps. The full
subcategory of 0-connected spaces will be denoted byTc ⊂ T∗. The category of simplical
sets will be denoted byS and that of pointed simplicial sets byS∗; we shall use boldface
letters:X, Sn, . . . to denote objects in any of these four categories. Iff :X→ Y is a map in
one of these categories, we denote byf# :π∗X→ π∗Y the induced map in the homotopy
groups.

Organization. In Section 2 we review some background on simplicial objects and
bisimplicial groups, and in Section 3 we recall some facts onΠ -algebras, and prove
our main results on CW resolutions of spaces by wedges of spheres: Theorem A
(= Theorem 3.16) and Theorem 3.17. In Section 4 we define a certain cosimplicial
simplicial space up-to-homotopy, which can be rectified if and only ifX is a loop space. In
Section 5 we construct a certain collection offace-codegeneracy polyhedra, which are used
to define the higher homotopy operations refered to in Theorem B (= Theorem 5.6). We
also show how the theorem may be used in reverse to calculate a certain tertiary operation
in π∗S7.

2. Simplicial objects

We first provide some definitions and facts on simplicial objects:
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Definition 2.1. Let∆ denote the category of ordered sequencesn= 〈0,1, . . . , n〉 (n ∈N),
with order-preserving maps. Asimplicial objectover a categoryC is a functorX :∆op→ C,
usually writtenX•, which may be described explicitly as a sequence of objects{Xk}∞k=0 in
C, equipped with face mapsdki :Xk → Xk−1 and degeneraciesskj :Xk → Xk+1 (usually
written simply di , sj , for 0 6 i, j 6 k), satisfying the usual simplicial identities [26,
Section 1.1]. IfI = (i1, i2, . . . , ir ) is some multi-index, we writedI for di1 ◦ di2 ◦ · · · ◦ dir ,
with d∅ := id; and similarly forsI . An augmentedsimplicial object is one equipped with
an augmentationε :X0→ Y (for Y ∈ C), with εd0= εd1.

The category of simplicial objects overC is denoted bysC. We write s〈n〉C for the
categoryn-simplicial objectsoverC (that is, objects of the form{Xk}nk=0, with the relevant
face maps and degeneracies), and denote the truncation functorsC→ s〈n〉C by τn.

For technical convenience in the next two sections we shall be working mainly in the
category of simplicial groups, denoted byG (rather thansGp); objects inG will be denoted
by capital lettersX, Y , and so on. A simplicial objectX• = (X0,X1, . . .) in sG is thus
a bisimplicial group, which has anexternalsimplicial dimension (then in Xn ∈ G), as
well as theinternalsimplicial dimensionk (insideG), which we shall denote by(Xn)int

k , if
necessary.

Simplicial sets and groups.The standardn-simplex inS is denoted by∆[n], generated
by σn ∈ ∆[n]n. ∆• [n] denotes the sub-object of∆[n] generated bydiσn (06 i 6 n). The
simplicialn-sphere is

Sn :=∆[n]/∆• [n],
and then-disk is

Dn := CSn−1.

Let F :S → G denote the (dimensionwise) free group functor of [28, Section 2], and
G :S→ G be Kan’s simplicial loop functor (cf. [26, Definition 26.3]), withW :G→ S
the Eilenberg–MacLane classifying space functor (cf. [26, Section 21]). Recall that if
S :T → S is the singular set functor and‖ − ‖ :S→ T the geometric realization functor
(see [26, Section 1,14]), then the adjoint pairs of functors

T S


‖−‖
S G


W

G (2.1)

induce isomorphisms of the corresponding homotopy categories (see [29, I, Section 5]), so
that for the purposes of homotopy theory we can work inG rather thanT .

Definition 2.2. In particular,Sn := FSn−1 ∈ G for n> 1 (andS0 :=GS0 for n= 0) will
be called then-dimensionalG-sphere, in as much as[

Sn,GX
]
G
∼= πnX=

[
Sn,X

]
for any Kan complexX ∈ S. Similarly, Dn := FDn−1 will be called then-dimensional
G-disk.
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Definition 2.3. In any complete categoryC, thematching objectfunctorM : Sop × sC→
C, writtenMAX• for a (finite) simplicial setA ∈ S andX• ∈ sC, is defined by requiring:
(a) M∆[n]X• := Xn, and (b) if A = colimi Ai , then MAX• = limi MAiX• (see [15,
Section 2.1]). In particular, ifAkn is the subcomplex of∆

• [n] generated by the last(n−k+1)
faces(dkσn, . . . , dnσn), we writeMk

nX• for MAkn
X•: explicitly, in G we have

Mk
nX• =

{
(xk, . . . , xn) ∈ (Xn−1)

n+1 | dixj = dj−1xi for all k 6 i < j 6 n
}

(2.2)

and the mapδkn :Xn→Mk
nX• induced by the inclusionAkn ↪→ ∆[n] is definedδkn(x) =

(dkx, . . . , dnx). The original matching object of [11, X, Section 4.5] wasM0
nX• =

M
∆
• [n]X•, which we shall further abbreviate toMnX•; each face mapdk :Xn+1→ Xn

factors throughδn := δ0
n. See also [20, XVII, 87.17].

Remark 2.4. Note that forX ∈ G andA ∈ S we haveMAX ∼= HomG(FA,X) ∈ Gp (cf.
Section 2), so forX• ∈ sG also

(MAX)k ∼=HomG
(
FA, (X•)int

k

)
in each simplicial dimensionk.

Definition 2.5. X• ∈ sG is calledfibrant if each of the mapsδn :Xn→MnX• (n> 0) is
a fibration inG (that is, a surjection onto the identity component—see [29, II, 3.8]). This
is just the condition for fibrancy in the Reedy model category (see [31]), as well as in that
of [14], but we shall not make explicit use of either.

By analogy with Moore’s normalized chains (cf. [26, 17.3]) we have:

Definition 2.6. GivenX• ∈ sG, we define then-cyclesobject ofX•, writtenZnX•, to be
the fiber ofδn :Xn → MnX•, so ZnX• = {x ∈ Xn | dix = 0 for i = 0, . . . , n} (cf. [29,
I, Section 2]). Of course, this definition really makes sense only whenX• is fibrant
(Definition 2.5). Similarly, then-chainsobject ofX•, writtenCnX•, is defined to be the
fiber of δ1

n :Xn→M1
nX•.

If X• ∈ sG is fibrant, the mapdn0 = d0|CnX• :CnX• → Zn−1X• is the pullback of
δn :Xn→MnX• along the inclusionι :Zn−1X• →MnX• (whereι(z)= (z,0, . . . ,0)), so
dn0 is a fibration (inG), fitting into a fibration sequence

ZnX•
jn−→ CnX•

dn0−→ Zn−1X•. (2.3)

Proposition 2.7. For any fibrantX• ∈ sC, the inclusion ι :CnX• ↪→ Xn induces an
isomorphismι? :π∗CnX• ∼= Cn(π∗X•) for eachn> 0.

Proof. (a) First note that ifj :A ↪→ B is a trivial cofibration inS, thenj∗ :MBX• →
MAX• has a natural sectionr :MAX• → MBX• (with j∗ ◦ r = id) for any X• ∈ sG.
This is because by Remark 2.4,(MAX•)k ∼= HomG(FA, (X•)int

k ) for A ∈ S; sinceFA
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is fibrant in G, we can choose a left inverseρ :FB → FA for Fj :FA ↪→ FB , so
j∗ : (MBX•)int

k → (MAX•)int
k has a right inverseρ∗, which is natural in(X•)int

k ; so these
mapsρ∗ fit together to yield the required mapr.

This need not be true in general ifj is not a weak equivalence, as the example of
M1

2X• →M0
1X• shows.

(b) Givenη ∈CnπmX• represented byh :Sm→Xn with dkh∼ 0 (16 k 6 n), consider
the diagram:

Sm

@
@
@@R
h

XXXXXXXXXXXX
@
@
@
@R

∼0
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z~

∼0

Xn

@
@R
δkn

PPPPPPPPPPq

δk+1
n

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
AU

dk

Mk
nX•

-
Mk+1
n X•

?

πk

Xn−1

?

j∗=(dk,...,dk)

-
δkn−1

Mk
n−1X•

PB

in whichj∗ is a fibration by (a) ifk > 1, so the lower left-hand square is in fact a homotopy
pullback square (see [25, Section 1]). By descending induction on 16 k 6 n− 1 (starting
with δnn = dn), we may assumeδk+1

n ◦h :Sm→Mk+1
n X• is nullhomotopic inC, as isdk ◦h,

so the induced pullback mapδkn ◦ h :Sm→Mk
nX•, is also nullhomotopic by the universal

property. We conclude thatδ1
n ◦ h ∼ 0, and sinceδ1

n :Xn→M1
nX• is a fibration by (a),

we can chooseh :Sm→ Xn so thatδ1
nh = 0. Thush lifts to CnX• = Fib(δ1

n), and ι? is
surjective.

(c) Finally, the long exact sequence in homotopy for the fibration sequence

CnX•
ι−→Xn

δ1
n−→M1

nX•

implies thatι# :π∗CnX• → π∗Xn is monic, soι? :π∗CnX• → Cn(π∗X•) is, too. 2
Definition 2.8. The dual construction to that of Definition 2.3 yields the colimit

LnX• :=
∐

06i6n−1

Xn−1/∼,

where for anyx ∈ Xn−2 and 06 i 6 j 6 n − 1 we setsj x in the ith copy ofXn−1

equivalent under∼ to six in the(j + 1)st copy ofXn−1. LnX• has sometimes been called
the “nth latching object” ofX•. The mapσn :LnX• →Xn is definedσnx(i) = six, where
x(i) is in theith copy ofXn−1.
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3. Π -algebras and resolutions

In this section we recall some definitions and prove our main results onΠ -algebras and
resolutions:

Definition 3.1. A Π -algebra is a graded groupG∗ = {Gk}∞k=1 (abelian in degrees> 1),
together with an action onG∗ of the primary homotopy operations (i.e., compositions
and Whitehead products, including the “π1-action” ofG1 on the higherGn’s, as in [38,
X, Section 7]), satisfying the usual universal identities. See [3, Section 2.1] for a more
explicit description. These are algebraic models of the homotopy groupsπ∗X of a space
(or Kan complex)X, in the same way that an algebra over the Steenrod algebra models its
cohomology ring. The category ofΠ -algebras is denoted byΠ -Alg.

We say that a space (or Kan complex, or simplicial group)X realizesan (abstract)
Π -algebraG∗ if there is an isomorphism ofΠ -algebrasG∗ ∼= π∗X. (There may be
non-homotopy equivalent spaces realizing the sameΠ -algebra—cf. [5, Section 7.18].)
Similarly, an abstract morphism ofΠ -algebrasφ :π∗X→ π∗Y (between realizableΠ -
algebras) isrealizableif there is a mapf :X→ Y such thatπ∗f = φ.

Definition 3.2. The free Π -algebra generatedby a graded setT∗ = {Tk}∞k=1 is π∗W ,
where

W =
∞∨
k=1

∨
τ∈Tk

Sk(τ )

(and we identifyτ ∈ Tk with the generator ofπkW representing the inclusionSk(τ ) ↪→W ).
If we let F ⊂ Π -Alg denote the full subcategory of freeΠ -algebras, andΠ the

homotopy category of wedges of spheres (insidehoT∗ or hoS∗—or equivalently, the
homotopy category of coproducts ofG-spheres inhoG), then the functorπ∗ :Π → F is
an equivalence of categories. Thus anyΠ -algebra morphismϕ :G∗ → H∗ is realizable
(uniquely, up to homotopy), ifG∗ andH∗ are freeΠ -algebras (actually, onlyG∗ need be
free).

Definition 3.3. Let T :Π -Alg→ Π -Alg be the “freeΠ -algebra” comonad (cf. [24, VI,
Section 1]), defined

TG∗ =
∞∐
k=1

∐
g∈Gk

π∗Sk(g).

The counit

ε = εG∗ : TG∗ →→ G∗

is defined by ιk(g) 7→ g (where ιk(g) is the canonical generator ofπ∗Sk(g)), and the

comultiplication ϑ = ϑG∗ : TG∗ ↪→ T 2G∗ is induced by the natural transformation
ϑ̄ : idF → T |F defined byxk 7→ ιk(xk)

.
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Definition 3.4. An abelianΠ -algebra is one for which all Whitehead products vanish.

These are indeed the abelian objects ofΠ -Alg—see [3, Section 2]. In particular, ifX is
anH -space, thenπ∗X is an abelianΠ -algebra (cf. [38, X, (7.8)]).

Definition 3.5. A simplicialΠ -algebraA• is calledfreeif for eachn> 0 there is a graded
setT n∗ ⊆An such thatAn is the freeΠ -algebra generated byT n∗ (Definition 3.2), and each
degeneracy mapsj :An→An+1 takesT n∗ to T n+1∗ .

A free simplicial resolutionof aΠ -algebraG∗ is defined to be an augmented simplicial
Π -algebraA• →G∗, such that

(i) A• is a free simplicialΠ -algebra,
(ii) in each degreek > 1, the homotopy groups of the simplicial group(A•)k vanish in

dimensionsn> 1, and the augmentation induces an isomorphismπ0(A•)k ∼=Gk .

Such resolutions always exist, for anyΠ -algebraG∗—see [29, II, Section 4], or the
explicit construction in [1, Section 4.3].

Definition 3.6. For anyX ∈ G, a simplical objectW • ∈ sG equipped with an augmentation
ε :W0→X is called aresolution ofX by spheresif eachWn is homotopy equivalent to a
wedge ofG-spheres, andπ∗W • → π∗X is a free simplicial resolution ofΠ -algebras.

Example 3.7. One example of such a resolution by spheres is provided by Stover’s
construction; we shall need a variant inG (as in [7, Section 5]), rather than the original
version of [36, Section 2], inT∗. (The argument from this point on would actually work
equally well inT∗; but we have already chosen to work inG, in order to facilitate the proof
of Proposition 2.7.)

Define a comonadV :G→ G for G ∈ G by

VG=
∞∐
k=0

∐
φ∈HomG(Sk,G)

Skφ ∪
∞∐
k=0

∐
Φ∈HomG(Dk+1,G)

Dk+1
Φ , (3.1)

whereDk+1
Φ , theG-disc indexed byΦ :Dk+1→G, is attached toSkφ , theG-sphere indexed

by φ =Φ|∂Dk+1, by identifying∂Dk+1 := F∂Dk with Sk (see Definition 2.2 above). The
coproduct here is just the (dimensionwise) free product of groups; the counitε : VG→G

of the comonadV is “evaluation of indices”, and the comultiplicationϑ : VG ↪→ V 2G is
as in Definition 3.3.

Now givenX ∈ G, defineQ• ∈ sG by settingQn = V n+1X, with face and degeneracy
maps induced by the counit and comultiplication, respectively (cf. [17, App., Section 3]).
The counit also induces an augmentationε :Q• →X; and this is in fact a resolution ofX
by spheres (see [36, Proposition 2.6]).

Remark 3.8. Note that we need not use theG-sphere and diskSk andDk of Definition 2.2
in this construction; we can replace it by any other homotopy equivalent cofibrant pair
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of simplicial groups, so in particular by(F D̂
k
,F Ŝ

k−1
) for any pair of simplicial sets

(D̂
k
, Ŝ

k−1
)' (Dk,Sk−1).

The Quillen spectral sequence.A resolution by spheresW • →X is in fact a resolution
(i.e., cofibrant replacement) for the constant simplicial objectcX• ∈ sG (i.e., c(X)n = X,
di = sj = idX) in an appropriate model category structure onsG—see [14,9]. However, we
shall not need this fact; for our purposes it suffices to recall that for any bisimplicial group
W • ∈ sG, there is a first quadrant spectral sequence with

E2
s,t = πs(πtW •)⇒ πs+t diagW • (3.2)

converging to the diagonal diagW • ∈ G, defined(diagW •)k = (W k)
int
k (see [30]). Thus if

W • →X is a resolution by spheres, the spectral sequence collapses, and the natural map
W0→ diagW • induces an isomorphismπ∗X ∼= π∗(diagW •). Combined with the fact that
π∗W • is a resolution (insΠ -Alg) of π∗X, this simple result has many applications—see,
for example, [1,13,36].

Definition 3.9. A CW complexover a pointed categoryC is a simplicial objectR• ∈
sC, together with a sequence of objectsRn (n = 0,1, . . .) such thatRn ∼= Rn q LnR•
(Definition 2.3), anddni |Rn = 0 for 16 i 6 n. The objects(Rn)∞n=0 are called aCW basis

for R•, andd̄n0 := d0|Rn is called thenth attaching map forR•.
One may then describeR• explicitly in terms of its CW basis by

Rn ∼=
∐

06λ6n

∐
I∈Iλ,n

Rn−λ, (3.3)

whereIλ,n is the set of sequencesI of λ non-negative integersi1 < i2 < · · · < iλ (< n),
with sI = siλ ◦ · · · ◦ si0 the correspondingλ-fold degeneracy (ifλ = 0, sI = id). See [2,
5.2.1] and [26, p. 95(i)].

Such CW bases are convenient to work with in many situations; but they are most useful
when each basis object isfree, in an appropriate sense. In particular, ifC = Π -Alg, we
have the following

Definition 3.10. A CW resolutionof a Π -algebraG∗ is a CW complexA• ∈ sΠ -Alg,
with CW basis(An)∞n=0 and attaching maps̄dn0 :An→ Zn−1A•, such that eachAn is a free
Π -algebra, and each attaching mapdn0 |CnA• is ontoZn−1A• (for n > 0, where we letd̄0

0
denote the augmentationε :A• →G∗ andZ−1A• :=G∗). Compare [2, Section 5].

EveryΠ -algebra has a CW resolution (Definition 3.10), as was shown in [1, 4.4]: for
example, one could take the graded set of generatorsT

n

∗ for An to be equal to the graded
setπ∗Zn−1A•.

Definition 3.11. Q• ∈ sG is called aCW resolution by spheresof X ∈ G if Q• →X is a
resolution by spheres (Definition 3.6), andQ• is a CW complex with CW basis(Qn)

∞
n=0),
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such that eachQn ∈ F (i.e., Qn is homotopy equivalent to a wedge of spheres). The
concept is defined analogously forX ∈ S orX ∈ T∗.

Remark 3.12. Closely related to the problem of realizing abstractΠ -algebras (Defini-
tion 3.1) is that of realizing a free simplicialΠ -algebraA• ∈ sΠ -Alg: this is because, as
noted in Definition 3.5, everyG∗ ∈ Π -Alg has a free simplicial resolutionA• → G∗; if
it can be realized by a simplicial spaceW • ∈ sTc—or equivalently, via (2.1), by a bisim-
plicial space or group—then the spectral sequence (3.2) implies thatπ∗ diagW • ∼= G∗.
However, not everyΠ -algebra is realizable (see [5, Section 8] or [4, Proposition 4.3.6]).

It would nevertheless be very useful to know the converse: namely, that any free
resolution of arealizableΠ -algebra is itself realizable. This was mistakenly quoted as
a theorem in [5, Section 6], where it was needed to make the obstruction theory for
realizingΠ -algebras described there of any practical use—and appeared as a conjecture
in [6, Section 4], in the context of an obstruction theory for a space to be anH -space.

In order to show that this conjecture is in fact true, we need several preliminary results:

Proposition 3.13. Every CW resolutionA• → π∗X of a realizableΠ -algebra embeds in
π∗Q• for some resolution by spheresQ• →X.

Proof. To simplify the notation, we work here with topological spaces, rather than
simplicial groups, changing back toG if necessary via the adjoint pairs of Section 2.

Given a free simplicialΠ -algebra resolutionA• → J∗ with CW basis(An)∞n=0, where
J∗ = π∗X for someX ∈ T∗, andAn is the freeΠ -algebra generated by the graded setT n∗ ,
letµ denote the cardinality of

∐∞
n=0

∐∞
k=0T

n
k , and set

X′ :=X ∨
∞∨
n=0

∨
λ<µ

Dn.

Define new “spheres” and “disks” of the form

Ŝ
n := Sn ∨

∞∨
n=0

∨
λ<µ

Dn and D̂
n := Ŝn ∨Dn.

(This is to ensure that there will be at leastµ different representatives for each homotopy
class inπ∗X′ or π∗Ŝ

n
.)

By Remark 3.8 above, if we use the construction of Example 3.7 inT∗ (or in G, mutatis
mutandis) with these “spheres” and “disks”, and apply it to the spaceX′, rather than toX,
we obtain a resolution by spheresQ• →X′.

We defineφ :A• ↪→ π∗Q• by induction on the simplicial dimension; it suffices to
produce for eachn > 0 an embeddinḡφn :An ↪→ Cnπ∗Q• commuting withd0. If we
denoteεA :A0→ π∗X ∼= π∗X′ by d̄0

0 :C0A• →Z−1A• =:A−1 and setφ−1= idπ∗X, then
we may assume by induction we have a monomorphismφn−1 :An−1 ↪→ π∗Qn−1 (taking
generators to generators, and commuting with face and degeneracy maps).
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For eachΠ -algebra generatorια in (An)k, if d0(ια) 6= 0 thenφn−1(d0(ια)) ∈ Zn−1πkQ•
is represented by someg : Ŝ

k → Qn−1, and we can choose distinct (though perhaps

homotopic) mapsg for different generatorsια by our choice ofŜ
k
. Then by (3.1)

there is a wedge summand̂S
k

g in Qn = VQn−1 (with no disks attached), and the

corresponding freeΠ -algebra coproduct summandπ∗Ŝ
k

g in π∗Qn, generated byιg , has
d0(ιg) = [g] ∈ πkQn−1 anddi(ιg) = ιdi−1g = 0∈ πkQn−1 for 16 i 6 n by Example 3.7,
since[g] = φn−1(d0(ια)) ∈ Zn−1πkQ• and thusdi[g] = [dig] = 0, and spheres indexed by
nullhomotopic maps have disks attached to them. We see thatιg ∈ CnπkQ•, so we may
defineφ̄n(ια)= ιg .

If d0(ια)= 0, then all we need are enough distinctΠ -algebra generators inZnπ∗Q•: we
cannot simply takeιg for nullhomotopicg :Sk→Qn−1, because of the attached disks; but
we can proceed as follows:

Since

D̂
k = CŜk ∨Dk and X′ =X ∨

∞∨
i=0

∨
λ<µ

Di ,

we haveµ distinct nonzero maps

Fλ : D̂
k→X′ with Fλ|CŜk = ∗.

DefineH+ = Fλ,H− = ∗; then

SkH := D̂k
H+ ∪Ŝk−1

∗
D̂
k
H−

is, up to homotopy, a sphere wedge summand inQ0, and thusιHλ ∈ πkQ0 is aΠ -algebra
generator mapping to 0 under the augmentation. Similalry, define

SkGλ := D̂
k
G+ ∪Ŝk−1

∗
D̂
k
G−

in Q1 by G+ = ∗, G− = ∗ ⊥ ιk whereιk is a homoeomorphism onto the summandDk

in D̂
k

H−λ . ThenGλ ∼ ∗ andGλ 6= ∗ butH ◦G = ∗; thusιHλ is aΠ -algebra generator in
Z1πkQ•. By thus alternating the+ and− we produceµ distinctΠ -algebra generators in
Znπ∗Q• for eachn. 2
Remark 3.14. The referee has suggested an alternative proof of this proposition, which
may be easier to follow: rather than “fattening” the spheres and disks, we can modify
the Stover construction of (3.1) by usingµ copies of each sphere or disk for eachφ ∈
HomG(Sk,G) or Φ ∈ HomG(Dk+1,G), respectively. The proof of [36, Proposition 2.6]
still goes through, and so does the argument for embeddingA• in π∗Q• above.

Proposition 3.15. Any free simplicialΠ -algebraA• has a(free) CW basis(An)∞n=0.

Proof. Start withA0=A0. Forn> 1, assume

An =
∞∐
k=0

∐
τ∈T nk

π∗Sk.
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By Definition 3.5,

T n∗ ∼= T n∗ ∪
⋃

06λ6n

⋃
I∈Iλ,n

T̂ n−λ∗

(as in Definition 3.3), so we can set

Ân =
∞∐
k=0

∐
τ∈T̂ nk

π∗Sk;

butdi |Ân need not vanish fori > 1.
However, givenτ ∈ T̂ nk , we may defineτi ∈ (An)int

k inductively, starting withτ0 = τ ,
by τi+1 = τisn−i−1dn−i τ−1

i (face and degeneracy maps taken in the external direction);
we find thatτ̄ := τn is in CnA•. If we defineϕ̄ : T̂ n∗ → An by ϕ(τ)= τ̄ , by the universal
property of freeΠ -algebras this extends to a mapϕ : Ân→ An, which together with the
inclusionσn :LnA• ↪→ An yields a mapψ :An→ An which is an isomorphism by the
Hurewicz Theorem (cf. [7, Lemma 2.5]). Thus we may setAn := ϕ(Ân), that is, the free
Π -algebra generated by{τ̄}τ∈T̂ n∗ . Compare [23, Section 3].2
Theorem 3.16.Every free simplicialΠ -algebra resolutionA• → π∗X of a realizableΠ -
algebraπ∗X is itself realizable by a CW resolutionR• →X in sG.

Proof. By Propositions 3.13 and 3.15 we may assumeA• has a (free) CW basis(An)∞n=0,
and that there is a resolution by spheresQ• →X (in sG) and an embedding of simplicial
Π -algebrasφ :A• → Q•. We may also assume thatQ• is fibrant (Definition 2.5), with
εQ :Q0→ X a fibration. We shall actually realizeφ by a map of bisimplicial groups
f :R• →Q•.

Note that onceR• has been defined through simplicial dimensionn, for anyk > 0 we
have a commutative diagram

πkCnR• -(d0)#
πkZn−1R•

?
ι? ∼=

?
ρn−1

CnπkR• -d
n
0

Zn−1πkR•

-(jn−1)#
πkCn−1R•

?
ι? ∼=

-inc.
Cn−1πkR•

-(d0)#
πkZn−2R•

?
ρn−2

-d
n−1
0

Zn−2πkR•

-(jn−2)#
πkCn−2R•

?
ι? ∼=

-inc.
Cn−2πkR•

(obtained by fitting together three of the long exact sequences of the fibrations (2.3)). The
vertical maps are induced by the inclusionsCnR• ↪→ Rn, and so on—see Proposition 2.7.

The only difficulty in constructingR• is that Proposition 2.7 does not hold forZn—
i.e., the mapsρn in the above diagram in general need not be isomorphisms—so we may
have an element inZnA• represented byα ∈ Cnπ∗R• = π∗CnR• with (dn0)#(α) 6= 0 (but
of course(jn−1)#(d

n
0)#(α)= 0). In this case we could not haveβ ∈ π∗Cn+1R• = Cn+1A•

with (jn)#(d
n+1
0 )#(β)= α, soπ∗R• would not be acyclic.

It is in order to avoid this difficulty that we need the embeddingφ, since by definition
this cannot happen forQ•: we know thatdn0 :Cnπ∗Q• → Zn−1π∗Q• is surjective for each
n > 0, soρn−1 :π∗Zn−1Q• → Zn−1π∗Q• is, too, which implies that for eachn > 0:
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Im
{
(dn+1

0 )# :π∗Cn+1Q• → π∗ZnQ•
} ∩Ker

{
(jn)# :π∗ZnQ• → π∗CnQ•

}= 0 (3.4)

which we shall callProperty(3.4) for ZnQ•. (This implies in particular thatZnπ∗Q• =
Ker{(dn0)# :π∗CnQ• →Zn−1Q•}.)

Note that given any fibrantK• ∈ sG having Property (3.4) forZmK• for each 0<m6 n,
if we consider the long exact sequence of the fibrationdm0 :CmK• → Zm−1K•:

· · ·πk+1CmK•
(dm0 )#−→ πk+1Zm−1K•

∂m−1−→ πkZmK•
(jm−1)#−→ πkCm−1K• · · · , (3.5)

we may deduce that

∂m|Im(∂m−1) is one-to-one, and surjects onto Im(∂m) (3.6)

for 0<m6 n.
We now constructR• by induction on the simplicial dimension:
(i) First, choose a fibrationεR :R0→X realizingεA :A0→ π∗X. By Definition 3.2,

there is a mapf ′0 :R′0→Q0 realizingφ0, soεQ ◦ f ′0∼ εR ; sinceεQ is a fibration,
we can changef ′0 to f0 :R0→Q0 with εQ ◦ f ′0= εR .

(ii) Let Z0R• denote the fiber ofεR. Since εR# = εA is a surjection, we have
π∗Z0R• = Ker(εR# ) = Z0A•, anddA0 mapsC1A• onto Z0A•, so d̄A0 :A1→ A0

factors throughπ∗Z0R•, and we can thus realize it by a mapd̄R0 :R1→ Z0R•.
SetR′1 := R1q L1R• (soπ∗R′1 ∼= A1), with δ′1 :R′1→M1R• = R0× R0 equal to
(d̄R0 ,0) ⊥ ∆, and changeδ′1 to a fibrationδ1 :R1→M1R•. Again we can realize

φ1 :A1→ π∗Q1 by f1 :R1→Q1 with δQ1 ◦ f1 = f0 ◦ δR1 , sinceδQ1 is a fibration;
so we have definedτ1f : τ1R• → τ1Q• realizingτ1φ.

(iii) Now assume we haveτnf : τnR• → τnQ• realizing τnφ, with Property (3.4)
holding forZmR• for 0<m< n.
For eachΠ -algebra generatorα ∈An+1 (in degreek, say), (3.4) implies that

dn+1
0 (α) ∈ Ker(dn0)= Ker

(
(d
Rn
0 )#

)⊂ (CnA•)k = πkCnR•,
so by the exactness of (3.5) we can chooseβ ∈ πkZnR• such that(jn)#β =
dn+1

0 (α). This allows us to definēdR0 :Rn+1→ ZnR• so that(jn)#(d̄R0 )# realizes
(inc.) ◦ d̄A0 :An+1→ CnA•, as well asf̄n+1 :Rn+1→ CnQ• realizingφn+1|An+1

.

BecauseAn+1 = π∗Rn+1 is a free Π -algebra, this implies the homotopy-
commutativity of the outer rectangle in

Rn+1
-f̄n+1

Cn+1Q•

?

d̄R0

?

d
Q
0

ZnR• p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p-Znf

ZnQ•

?

jRn

?

j
Q
n

CnR• -Cnf

CnQ•
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(as well as the lower square, by the induction hypothesis). Thusj
Q
n ◦Znf ◦ d̄R0 ∼

j
Q
n ◦ dQ0 ◦ f̄n+1, so(

jQn
)
# ◦ (Znf )# ◦

(
d̄R0
)
#=

(
jQn
)
# ◦
(
d
Q
0

)
# ◦
(
f̄n+1

)
#.

By (3.4) this implies(Znf )# ◦ (d̄R0 )#= (dQ0 )# ◦ (f̄n+1)#, so (sinceπ∗Rn+1 is a free

Π -algebra) alsoZnf ◦ d̄R0 ∼ dQ0 ◦ f̄n+1—which means that we can choosef̄n+1 so

thatZnf ◦ d̄R0 = dQ0 ◦ f̄n+1 (sincedQ0 is a fibration). Thus if we set

δ̄Rn+1 :Rn+1→Mn+1R•

to be(d̄R0 ,0, . . . ,0), we have

Mn+1f ◦ δ̄Rn+1= δQn+1 ◦ f̄n+1.

If ψRn+1 := δRn+1 ◦ σRn+1 (in the notation of Definition 2.3 and 2.8) we set

R′n+1 :=Rn+1qLn+1R•,

and define

δ′n+1 :R′n+1→Mn+1R•, and f ′n+1 :R′n+1→Qn+1,

respectively by

δ′n+1 :=
(
δ̄Rn+1⊥ψRn+1

)
and f ′n+1 :=

(
f̄n+1⊥Ln+1f

)
.

We see that(f ′n+1)# = φn+1 andMn+1f ◦ δ′n+1 = δQn+1 ◦ f ′n+1, and this will still
hold if we changeδ′n+1 into a fibration, and extendf ′n+1 to fn+1 :Rn+1→Qn+1.
This definesτn+1f : τn+1R• → τn+1Q• realizingτn+1φ.

(iv) It remains to verify thatτn+1R• so defined satisfies (3.4). However, (3.6) implies
that we have a map of short exact sequences:

0 - Im(∂n−1
R ) -inc.

πkZnR•

?

f∗

?

(Znf )#

0 - Im(∂n−1
Q ) -inc.

πkZnQ•

- Im((jRn )#)∼= ZnA• - 0

- Im((jQn )#)∼=ZnπkQ• - 0
?

Znφ

in which the left vertical map is an isomorphism and the right map is one-to-one,
so(Znf )# is one-to-one, too. Therefore,

Ker
(
(jRn )#

)= Ker
(
(jRn )#

)∩ π∗ZnR•,
which implies that Property (3.4) holds forZnR•, too.

This completes the inductive construction ofR•. 2
We also have an analogous result for maps:
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Theorem 3.17. If K•
εK−→ π∗X and L•

εL−→ π∗Y are two free simplicialΠ -algebra
resolutions,g :X→ Y is a map inG, andϕ :K• → L• is a morphism of simplicialΠ -
algebras such thatεL ◦ ϕ0= π∗g ◦ εK , thenϕ is realizable by a mapf :A• →B• in sG.

Proof. Choose free CW bases forK• andL•, and realize the resulting CW resolutions by
A• andB•, respectively, where (as in the proof of Theorem 3.16) we may assume

d0 :CnB• → Zn−1B•

is a fibration for eachn> 0.fn :An→Bn will be defined by induction onn: ϕ0 :K0→L0

may be realized by a mapf ′0 :A0→ B0 (Definition 3.2), and sinceεB is a fibration and
εB ◦ f ′0∼ g ◦ εA, we can choose a realizationf0 for ϕ0 such thatεB ◦ f0= g ◦ εA.

In general,ϕ̄n = ϕn|Kn :Kn → CnL• may be realized by a map̄fn :An → CnB•
(Proposition 2.7), and sinced0 :CnB• → Zn−1B• is a fibration, we may choosēfn so
d0 ◦ f̄n =Zn−1f ◦ d0 :An→ Zn−1B•. By induction this yields a map

fn = Lnf⊥f̄n :An = LnA• qAn→ LnB• qBn = Bn
such that

δBn ◦ fn =Mnf ◦ δAn :An→MnB•,

sof is indeed a simplicial morphism (realizingφ). 2

4. The simplicial bar construction

As an application of Theorem 3.16, we describe an obstruction theory for determining
whether a given spaceX is, up to homotopy, a loop space (and thus a topological group—
see [27, Section 3]). In the next two sections we no longer need to work with simplicial
groups, so we revert to the more familiar category of topological spaces; we can still utilize
the results of the previous section via the adjoint pairs of (2.1).

Definition 4.1. A ∆-cosimplicial objectE•∆ over a categoryC is a sequence of objects
E0,E1, . . . , together withcoface mapsdi :En→ En+1 for 16 16 n satisfyingdjdi =
didj−1 for i < j (cf. [32]). Given an ordinary cosimplicial objectE• (cf. [11, X,
2.1]), we letE•∆ denote the underlying∆-cosimplicial object (obtained by forgetting the
codegeneracies).

The cosimplicial James construction.Given a spaceX ∈ T∗, we define a∆-cosimplicial
spaceU •∆ = U(X)•∆ by settingUn =Xn+1 (the Cartesian product), anddi(x0, . . . , xn)=
(x0, . . . , xi−1,∗, xi, . . . , xn). Note that colimU(X)•∆ ∼= JX (the James reduced product
construction), and

Fact 4.2. If 〈X,m〉 is a (strictly) associativeH -space, we can extendU •∆ to a full
cosimplicial spaceU• by settingsj (x0, . . . , xn)= (x0, . . . ,m(xj , xj−1), . . . , xn).
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Definition 4.3. Let A• be a CW resolution of theΠ -algebraπ∗X = π∗U0, as in
Definition 3.10. We construct a∆-cosimplicial augmented simplicialΠ -algebra(E•)•∆→
π∗U •∆, such that eachEn• is a CW resolution ofπ∗Un = π∗(Xn+1), with CW basis

{Enr }∞r=0. We start by settingE
0
r = C0

r = Ar for all r > 0, and then defineE
n

r by a double
induction (onr > 0 and then onn> 0) as

E
n

r =
∐

06λ6n

∐
I∈Iλ,n

[
C
n−λ
r

]
I
, (4.1)

whereIλ,n is as in (3.3) andC
m

0 = 0= C0
r for all m,r > 0.

The coface mapsdi :En−1
r → Enr are determined by the cosimplicial identities and the

requirement thatdi |[Cn−λr ](i1,...,in)
be an isomorphism onto[Cn−λr ](i1,...,in,i) if i > in.

The only summand in (4.1) which is not defined is thus[Cnr ]∅, which we denote simply
by C

n

r . We require that it be annth cross-termin the sense that̄d0|Cnr does not factor

through the image of any coface mapdi :En−1
r−1 → Enr−1. Other than that,C

n

r may be any
freeΠ -algebra which ensures that (4.1) defines a CW basis for a CW resolutionEn• →
π∗Un. We shall call the double sequence((C

n

r )
∞
n=1)

∞
r=1 a cross-term basisfor (E•)•∆.

Note thatA• is a retract ofE2• in two different ways (under the two coface mapsd0, d1),
corresponding to the fact thatX is a retract ofX×X in two different ways; the presence

of the cross-termsC
2
r indicates thatA• × A• is a resolution ofπ∗X2, but not a free one,

whileA• qA• is a free simplicialΠ -algebra, but not a resolution.
Similarly,X×X embeds inX3 in three different ways, and so on.

Example 4.4. For anyA• → π∗X we may set

C
2
1=

∐
S
p
x ↪→A(0)0

∐
S
q
y ↪→A(1)0

S
p+q−1
(x,y) ,

with d̄0|Sp+q−1
(x,y)

= [ιx, ιy ] (in the notation of Definition 3.3). The higher cross-termsC
n

1 = 0

for n > 3, since anykth order cross-term elementz in
∐n
j=0A

(j)

0 (k > 3) is a sum of
elements of the form

z= ζ #[ . . . [[ιr1
(x1)
, ι
r2
(x2)
], ιr3

(x3)

]
, . . . , ι

rk
(xk)

]
,

and then

z= d0
(
ζ #[ . . . [ιr1+r2−1

(x1,x2)
, s0ι

r3
(x3)

]
, . . . , s0ι

rk
(xk)

])
.

Definition 4.5. Let h(W •)•∆ → U •∆ be the∆-cosimplicial augmented simplicial space
up-to-homotopy which corresponds to(E•)•∆ → π∗U •∆ via Definition 3.2. Thus the
various (co)simplicial morphisms exist, and satisfy the (co)simplicial identities, only in
the homotopy category (we may choose representatives inT∗, but then the identities are
satisfied only up to homotopy). EachWn

r is homotopy equivalent to a wedge of spheres,
and has a wedge summandW

n

r ↪→ Wn
r corresponding to the CW basis freeΠ -algebra
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summandE
n

r ↪→ Enr . We let Cnr denote the wedge summand ofW
n

r corresponding to
C
n

r ↪→E
n

r .

Definition 4.6. An simplicial spaceV • ∈ sT∗ is called arectificationof a simplicial space
up-to-homotopyhW • if V n 'Wn for eachn > 0, and the face and degeneracy maps of
V • are homotopic to the corresponding maps ofhW •. See [12, Section 2.2], e.g., for a
more precise definition; for our purposes all we require is thatπ∗V • be isomorphic (as a
simplicialΠ -algebra) toπ∗(hW •). Similarly for rectification of (∆-)cosimplicial objects,
and so on.

By considering the proof of Theorem 3.16, we see that we can make the following

Assumption 4.7. (E•)•∆ maps monomorphically intoπ∗V •(U•∆), andh(W •)•∆→U•∆ can
be rectified so as to yield a strict∆-cosimplicial augmented simplicial space(W •)•∆→U•∆
realizing(E•)•∆→ π∗U•∆.

Definition 4.8. Now assume thatπ∗X is an abelianΠ -algebra (Definition 3.4)—this is
the necessaryΠ -algebra condition in order forX to be anH -space—and let

µ :π∗X× π∗X→ π∗X

be the morphism ofΠ -algebras defined levelwise by the group operation (see [6,
Section 2]). Thisµ is of course associative, in the sense that

µ ◦ (µ, id)= µ ◦ (id,µ) :π∗(X3)→ π∗X,

so it allows one to extend the∆-cosimplicial Π -algebraF •∆ := π∗(U•∆) to a full
cosimplicialΠ -algebraF •, defined as in Fact 4.2.

SinceEn• → Fn = π∗Un is a free resolution ofΠ -algebras, the codegeneracy maps
sj :Fn → Fn−1 induce maps of simplicialΠ -algebrassj• :En• → En−1• , unique up to
simplicial homotopy, by the universal property of resolutions (cf. [29, I, p. 1.14]; [II,
Section 2, Proposition 5]). Note, however, that the individual mapss

j
r :Enr →En−1

r are not
unique, in general; in fact, different choices may correspond to differentH -multiplications
onX.

These mapssj make(E•)•∆→ F •∆ into a full cosimplicial augmented simplicialΠ -
algebraE•• → F •, and thushW •• → U•∆ into a cosimplicial augmented simplicial space
up-to-homotopy(for which we may assume by Assumption 4.7 that all simplicial identities,
and all the cosimplicial identities involving only the coface maps, hold precisely).

Proposition 4.9. The cosimplicial simplicial space up-to-homotopyhW •• of Definition4.8
may be rectified if and only ifX is homotopy equivalent to a loop space.

Proof. If X is a loop space, it has a strictly associativeH -multiplicationm :X×X→X

which inducesµ on π∗(−) (cf. [18, Proposition 9.9]), soU•∆ extends to a cosimplicial
spaceU• by Fact 4.2. Applying the functorial construction of [36, Section 2] toU• yields
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a (strict) cosimplicial augmented simplicial space(V •)•∆→ U •, and since we assumed
π∗W n• embeds inπ∗V n• for eachn, hW •• may also be rectified.

Conversely, ifW •• is a (strict) cosimplicial simplicial space realizingE•• , then we may
apply the realization functor for simplicial spaces in each cosimplicial dimensionn> 0 to
obtain‖Wn•‖ 'Un =Xn+1 (by Section 3). The realization of the codegeneracy map∥∥s0

∥∥ :
∥∥W1•

∥∥→ ∥∥W0•
∥∥

induces

µ :π∗
(
X2)→ π∗X,

so it corresponds to anH -space multiplicationm :X2→X (see [6, Proposition 2.7]).
The fact that‖W ••‖ is a (strict) cosimplicial space means that all composite codegener-

acy maps∥∥s0 ◦ sj1 ◦ · · · sjn−1
∥∥ :
∥∥W n•

∥∥→ ∥∥W 0•
∥∥

are equal, and thus all possible composite multiplicationsXn+1→ X (i.e., all possible
bracketings in (2.2)) are homotopic, with homotopies between the homotopies, and so
on—in other words, theH -space〈X,m〉 is anA∞ space (see [35, Definition 11.2])—so
thatX is homotopy equivalent to loop space by [35, Theorem 11.4]. Note that we only
required that the codegeneracies ofhW •• be rectified; after the fact this ensures that the full
cosimplicial simplicial space is rectifiable.2

In summary, the question of whetherX is a loop space reduces to the question of
whether a certain diagram in the homotopy category, corresponding to a diagram of free
Π -algebras, may be rectified—or equivalently, may be made∞-homotopy commutative.

5. Polyhedra and higher homotopy operations

As in [5, Section 4], there is a sequence of higher homotopy operations which serve as
obstructions to such a rectification, and these may be described combinatorially in terms
of certain polyhedra, as follows:

Definition 5.1. The N -permutohedronPN is defined to be the convex hull inRN of
the pointspσ = (σ (1), σ (2), . . . , σ (N)), whereσ ranges over all permutationsσ ∈ ΣN
(cf. [39, Section 9]). It is (N − 1)-dimensional.

For any two integers 06 n < N , the corresponding (N,n)-face-codegeneracy polyhe-
dronPNn is a quotient of theN -permutohedronPN obtained by identifying two vertices
pσ andpσ ′ to a single vertex̄pσ = p̄σ ′ of PNn wheneverσ = (i, i + 1)σ ′, where(i, i + 1)
is an adjacent transposition andσ(i), σ (i + 1) > n.

Since each facetA of PN is uniquely determined by its vertices (see below), the facets
in the quotientPNn are obtained by collapsing those ofPN accordingly.
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Note thatPNN−1 is theN -permutohedronPN , and in fact the quotient mapq :PN →→ PNn
is homotopic to a homeomorphism (though not a combinatorial isomorphism, of course)
for n > 1. On the other hand,PN0 is a single point. For non-trivial examples of face-
codegeneracy polyhedra, see Figs 1 and 2 below.

Fact 5.2. From the description of the facets of the permutohedron given in[16], we see
that PNn has an edge connecting a vertexpσ to any vertex of the formp(i,i+1)σ (unless
σ(i), σ (i + 1) > n, in which case the edge is degenerate).

More generally, letp̄σ be any vertex ofPNn . The facets ofPNn containing p̄σ are
determined as follows:

Let

P= 〈1,2, . . . , `1 | `1+ 1, . . . , `2 | · · · | `i−1+ 1, . . . , `i | · · · | `r−1+ 1, . . . ,N
〉

be a partition of1, . . . ,N into r consecutive blocs, subject to the condition that for each
16 j < r at least one ofσ(`i), σ(`i+1) is 6 n. Denote byni the number ofj ’s in the
ith bloc(i.e.,`i−1+ 16 j 6 `i) such thatσ(j)6 n. ThenPNn will have a subpolyhedron
Q(P) (containingpσ ) which is isomorphic to the product

P `1
n1
× P `2−`1

n2
× · · · ×P `i−`i−1

ni × · · · ×PN−`r−1
nr .

This follows from the description of the facets of theN -permutohedron in[5, Section 4.3].
We denote by(PNn )

(k) the union of all facets ofPNn of dimension6 k. In particular,
for n> 1 we have∂PNn := (PNn )(N−2) = SN−2, since the homeomorphism̃q :PN → PNn
preserves∂PN .

Factorizations. Given a cosimplicial simplicial objectE•• as in Definition 4.8, any
composite face-codegeneracy mapψ :En+km+`→Ek` has a (unique) canonical factorization

of the formψ = φ ◦ θ , whereθ :En+km+`→ Ekm+` may be writtenθ = sj1 ◦ sj2 ◦ · · · sjn for
06 j1 < j2 < · · ·< jn < n+ k andφ :Ekm+`→ Ek` may be writtenφ = di1 ◦ di2 ◦ · · ·din
for 06 i1< i2< · · ·< in 6m+ `.

Let D(ψ) denote the set of all possible (not necessarily canonical) factorizations ofψ

as a composite of face and codegeneracy maps:ψ = λn+m ◦ · · · ◦λ1. We define recursively
a bijective correspondence betweenD(ψ) and the vertices of an (n+m)-permutohedron
P n+m, as follows (compare [5, Lemma 4.7]):

The canonical factorizationψ = di1 ◦ di2 ◦ · · ·din ◦ sj1 ◦ sj2 ◦ · · · sjn corresponds to
the vertexpid . Next, assume that the factorizationψ = λn+m ◦ · · · ◦ λ1 corresponds to
pσ . Then the factorization corresponding topσ ′ , for σ = (i, i + 1)σ ′, is obtained from
ψ = λ1 ◦ · · · ◦ λn+m by switchingλi andλi+1, using the identitysj ◦ si = si−1 ◦ sj for
i > j if λi andλi+1 are both codegeneracies, and the identitydi ◦ dj = dj−1 ◦ di for i < j
if they are both face maps.

Passing to the quotient face-codegeneracy polyhedron, we see that the vertices ofP n+mn

are now identified with factorizations ofψ of the form

En+km+`
s
jtnt−→En+k−1

m+` · · ·Ent+1
m+`

s
jt1−→E

nt
m+`

θt−→Entmt · · ·En1
m1

s
j0n1−→ · · ·En+1

m1

s
j0n0−→Enm1

θ0−→Enm, (5.1)
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Fig. 1. The face-codegeneracy polyhedronP 4
2(d0d1s

0s1).

whereθi is a composite of face maps (i.e., we do not distinguish the different ways of
decomposingθi asdk1 ◦ · · ·dkr ). The collection of such factorizations ofψ will be denoted
by D(ψ)/∼, where∼ is the obvious equivalence relation onD(ψ). We shall denote
the face-codegeneracy polyhedronP n+mn with its vertices so labelled byP n+mn (ψ). An
example forψ = d0d1s

0s1 appears in Fig. 1.

Notation. For ψ :En+km+` → Ek` as above, we denote byC(ψ) the collection of all
composite face-codegeneracy maps

ρ :En(ρ)+k(ρ)m(ρ)+`(ρ)→E
k(ρ)
`(ρ)

such thatρ is of the formρ = ξt ◦ · · · ◦ ξs (1 6 s 6 t 6 ν) for some decomposition

ψ = ξν ◦ · · · ◦ ξ1 = θ0 ◦ sj
0
n0 ◦ · · · ◦ sj0

n1 ◦ θ1 ◦ · · · ◦ θt ◦ sj t1 ◦ · · · ◦ sj tnt of (5.1). That is,
we allow only those subsequencesλb, . . . , λa of a factorizationψ = λn+m ◦ · · · ◦ λ1 in
D(ψ) which are compatible with the equivalence relation∼ in the sense thatλb+1 andλb
are not both face maps, and similarly forλa−1 andλa . Such aρ will be calledallowable.

Higher homotopy operations. Given a cosimplicial simplicial space up-to-homotopy
hW •• as in Section 4, we now define a certain sequence of higher homotopy operations.
First recall that thehalf-smashof two spacesX,Y ∈ T∗ is

Xn Y := (X× Y )/(X× {∗});
if X is a suspension, there is a (non-canonical) homotopy equivalenceXnY 'X∧Y ∨X.

Definition 5.3. Given a composite face-codegeneracy mapψ :Wn+k
m+`→W k

` as above, a
compatible collection forC(ψ) andhW •• is a set{gρ}ρ∈C(ψ) of maps

gρ :P n(ρ)+m(ρ)m(ρ) (ρ)nWn(ρ)+k(ρ)
m(ρ)+`(ρ)→W

k(ρ)
`(ρ)

for eachρ ∈ C(ψ), satisfying the following condition:
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Assume that for such aρ ∈ C(ψ) we have some decomposition

ρ = ξν ◦ · · · ◦ ξ1= θ0 ◦ sj
0
n0 ◦ · · · ◦ sj0

n1 ◦ θ1 ◦ · · · ◦ θt ◦ sj t1 ◦ · · · ◦ sj tnt
in D(ρ)/∼, as in (5.1), and let

P= 〈1, . . . , `1 | · · · | `i−1+ 1, . . . , `i | · · · | `r−1+ 1, . . . , ν
〉

be a partition of(1, . . . , ν) as in Fact 5.2, yielding a sequence of composite face-
codegeneracy mapsρi ∈ C(ρ)⊆ C(ψ) for i = 1, . . . , r.

Let

Q(P)∼= P `1
n1
(ρ1)× · · · × P `i−`i−1

ni (ρi)× · · · ×P ν−`r−1
nr (ρr)

be the corresponding sub-polyhedron ofP
n(ρ)+m(ρ)
m(ρ) (ρ). Then we require that

gρ |
Q(P)nWn(ρ)+k(ρ)

m(ρ)+`(ρ)

be the composite of the corresponding mapsgρi in the sense that

gρ(x1, . . . , xr,w)= gρ1
(
x1, g

ρ2
(
x2, . . . , g

ρr (xr,w) . . .
))

(5.2)

for xi ∈ P `i−`i−1
ni (ρi) andw ∈Wn(ρ)+k(ρ)

m(ρ)+`(ρ).
We further require that ifρ = λ1 is of length 1, then gρ must be in the prescribed

homotopy class of the face or codegeneracy mapλ1. Thus in particular, for each vertex
p̄σ of P n+mn (ψ), indexed by a factorizationψ = ξν ◦ · · · ◦ ξ1 in D(ψ)/∼, the map
gρ |{p̄σ }×Wn+`

m+k
represents the class[ξν ◦ · · · ◦ ξ1].

Fact 5.4. Any compatible collection of maps{gρ}ρ∈C(ψ) for C(ψ) induces a map

f = f ψ : ∂P n+mn nWn+k
m+`→W k

`

(since all the facets of∂P n+mn are products of face-codegeneracy polyhedra of the form

P
n(ρ)+m(ρ)
n(ρ) (ρ) for ρ ∈ C(ψ), and condition(5.2) guarantees that the mapsgρ agree on

intersections).

Definition 5.5. GivenhW •• as in Definition 4.8, for eachk > 2 and each composite face-
codegeneracy mapψ :Wn+k

m+`→W k
` , thekth order homotopy operationassociated tohW ••

andψ is a subset〈ψ〉 of the track group[Σn+m−2Wn+k
m+`,W

k
`], defined as follows:

Let S ⊆ [∂P n+mn nWn+k
m+`, W k

`] be the set of homotopy classes of maps

f = f ψ : ∂P n+mn nWn+k
m+`→W k

`

which are induced as above by some compatible collection{gρ}ρ∈C(ψ) for C(ψ).
Now choose a splitting

∂P n+mn (ψ)nWn+k
m+` ∼= Sn+m−2nWn+k

m+` ' (Sn+m−2 ∧W k
`)∨W k

` (5.3)

and let 〈ψ〉 ⊆ [Σn+m−2Wn+k
m+`,W

k
`] be the image of the subsetS under the resulting

projection.
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It is clearly a necessary condition in order for the subset〈ψ〉 to be non-empty that all
the lower order operations〈ρ〉 vanish(i.e., contain the null class) for allρ ∈ C(ψ) \ {ψ}—
because otherwise the various maps

gρ :P n(ρ)+m(ρ)m(ρ) (ρ)nWn(ρ)+k(ρ)
m(ρ)+`(ρ)→W

k(ρ)

`(ρ)

cannot even extend over the interior ofP n(ρ)+m(ρ)m(ρ) (ρ). A sufficientcondition is that the
operations〈ρ〉 vanishcoherently, in the sense that the choices of compatible collections for
the variousρ be consistent on common subpolyhedra (see [5, Section 5.7] for the precise
definition, and [5, Section 5.9] for the obstructions to coherence).

On the other hand, ifhW •• is the cosimplicial simplicial space up-to-homotopy of
Definition 4.3 (corresponding to the cosimplicial simplicialΠ -algebra(E•)•∆ with the
CW basis{Enr }∞r,n=0), then the vanishing of the homotopy operation〈ψ|Cnr 〉—with ψ

restricted to the (n, r)-cross-term—implies the vanishing of〈ψ〉, for anyψ :Wn+k
m+`→W k

`

(assuming lower order vanishing). This is because outside of the wedge summandCnr ,
the mapψ is determined by the mapsρ ∈ C(ψ) and the coface and degeneracy maps of
hW ••, which we may assume to∞-homotopy commute by induction and Assumption 4.7,
respectively.

We may thus sum up the results of this section, combined with Proposition 4.9, in:

Theorem 5.6. A spaceX ∈ T∗, for which π∗X is an abelianΠ -algebra, is homotopy
equivalent to a loop space if and only if all the higher homotopy operations〈ψ|Cnr 〉 defined
above vanish coherently.

Remark 5.7. As observed in Section 4, for anyX ∈ T∗ the spaceJX is the colimit of
the∆-cosimplicial spaceU (X)•∆, and in fact thenth stage of the James construction,
JnX, is the (homotopy) colimit of the(n − 1)-coskeleton ofU•∆. Thus if we think of
the sequence of higher homotopy operations “in the simplicial direction” as obstructions
to the validity of the identity [7, Theorem 5.7(∗)] (up to∞-homotopy commutativity), then
thenth cosimplicial dimension corresponds to verifying this identity forf ◦ iA :A→ FB

of James filtrationn+ 1 (cf. [22, Section 2]).
In particular, if we fix k = ` = 0, n = 1 and proceed by induction onm, we are

computing the obstructions for the existence of anH -multiplication onX, as in [6]. (Thus
if X is endowed with anH -space structure to begin with, they must all vanish.) Observe
that the face-codegeneracy polyhedronP n1 is an (n− 1)-cube, as in Fig. 2, rather than the
(n − 1)-simplex we had in [6, Section 4]—so the homotopy operations we obtain here
are more complicated. This is because they take value in the homotopy groups of spheres,
rather than those of the spaceX.

As a corollary to Theorem 5.6 we may deduce the following result of Hilton (cf. [19,
Theorem C]):

Corollary 5.8. If 〈X,m〉 is a (p − 1)-connectedH -space withπiX = 0 for i > 3p, then
X is a loop space, up to homotopy.
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Fig. 2. The face-codegeneracy polyhedronP 4
1(d0d1d2s

0).

Proof. Choose a CW resolution ofπ∗X which is (p − 1)-connected in each simplicial
dimension, and letE•• be as in Definition 4.3. By definition of the cross-termΠ -algebras
Cnr in Definition 4.3, they must involve Whitehead products of elements fromall lower
order cross-terms; but sinceX is anH -space by assumption, all obstructions of the form
〈ψ|C1

r

〉 vanish (see Remark 5.7). Thus, the lowest-dimensional obstruction possible is a

third-order operation〈ψ|C2
r

〉 (r > 2), which involves a triple Whitehead product and thus

takes value inπiW k
` for i > 3p. If we apply the (3p−1)-Postnikov approximation functor

to hW •• in each dimension, to obtainhZ••, all obstructions to rectification vanish, and
from the spectral sequence of Section 3 we see that the obvious mapX = ‖W1•‖→ ‖Z1•‖
induces an isomorphism inπi for i < 3p. Since‖Z1•‖ is a loop space by Theorem 5.6, so
is its (3p− 1)-Postnikov approximation, namelyX. 2
Example 5.9. The 7-sphere is anH -space (under the Cayley multiplication, for example),
but none of the 120 possibleH -multiplications onS7 are homotopy-associative; the first
obstruction to homotopy-associativity is a certain “separation element” inπ21S

7 (cf. [21,
Theorem 1.4 and Corollary 2.5]).

Sinceπ∗S7 is a freeΠ -algebra, it has a very simple CW resolutionA• → π∗S7, with
A0 ∼= π∗S7 (generated byι7), andAr = 0 for r > 1. A cross-term basis (Definition 4.3)
for the cosimplicial simplicialΠ -algebraE•• of Definition 4.8 is then given in dimensions
< 24 by:

• C1
1
∼= π∗S13, with d̄0ι

13= [d0ι7, d1ι7];
• C2

2
∼= π∗S19, with d̄0ι

19= [d0ι13, s0d
2d1ι7] − [d1ι13, s0d

2d0ι7] + [d2ι13, s0d
1d0ι7];

• Cnr is at least 24-connected for all othern, r.
We setsjr |Cnr = 0 for all n 6 2; this determinesE•• in degrees6 21 and cosimplicial

dimensions6 2.
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By Remark 5.7, the two secondary operations〈d0s
0|C1

1
〉 and〈d1s

0|C1
1
〉 must vanish; on

the other hand, by Corollary 5.8 all obstructions toS7 being a loop space are in degrees

> 21, so the only relevant cross-term isC
2
2, with three possible third-order operations

〈ψ|C2
2
〉, for ψ = d0d1s

0s1, d0d2s
0s1, or d1d2s

0s1. The corresponding face-codegeneracy

polyhedraP 4
2 (ψ) is as in Fig. 2.

It is straightforward to verify that the operations〈ψ|C2
2
〉 are trivial forψ = d0d2s

0s1 or

d1d2s
0s1 (in fact, many of the mapsgρ , for ρ ∈C(ψ), may be chosen to be null). On may

also show that there is a compatible collection{gρ}ρ∈C(ϕ) for ϕ = d0d1s
0s1, in the sense

of Definition 5.3, so that the corresponding subset〈ϕ|C2
2
〉 ⊆ π21S

7 is non-empty; in fact,

it contains the only possible obstruction to the 21-Postnikov approximation forS7 to be a
loop space.

The existence of the tertiary operation〈ϕ|C2
2
〉 corresponds to the fact that the element

[[ι7, ι7], ι7] − [[ι7, ι7], ι7] + [[ι7, ι7], ι7] ∈ π21S
7 is trivial “for three different reasons”:

because of the Jacobi identity, because all Whitehead products vanish inπ∗S7, and because
of the linearity of the Whitehead product—i.e.,[0, α] = 0.

On the other hand, we know that thereis a 3-primary obstruction to the homotopy-
associativity of anyH -multiplication onS7, namely the elementσ #

14τ7 ∈ π21S
7 (see [21,

Theorem 2.6]). We deduce that 0/∈ 〈ϕ|C2
2
〉, and in fact (modulo 3) this tertiary operation

consists exactly of the elements±σ #
14τ7.

For a detailed calculation of such higher order operations using simplicial resolutions of
Π -algebras, see [6, Section 4.13].

Remark 5.10. Our approach to the question of whetherX is a loop space is clearly based
on, and closely related to, the classical approaches of Sugawara and Stasheff (cf. [33,34,
37]. One might wonder why Stasheff’s associahedraKi (cf. [33, Section 2,6]) do not show
up among the face-codegeneracy polyhedra we describe above. Apparently this is because
we do not work directly with the spaceX, but rather with its simplicial resolution, which
may be thought of as a “decomposition” ofX into wedges of spheres.
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